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               AUGUST  2021 
 

Newsletter   

of Cootamundra Antique Motor Club 
 

COOTAMUNDRA  ANTIQUE  MOTOR  CLUB 

P.O. Box 27  Cootamundra  NSW  2590 

Email: camccootamundra@gmail.com 
Website:   www.cootamundraantiquemotorclub.org 

Past 5 years of newsletters are available on Website for downloading. 
 

 

 

Dedicated to the Restoration and Preservation of Heritage Vehicles. 

Club Colours:    Green & Gold 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Our club’s   IMP   &   CITROEN   on a lap of Winton Raceway  

The Austin 7 Club Historic Winton Committee 

has thanked our club for sponsoring 

a race on Saturday and a race on Sunday. 

http://www.cootamundraantiquemotorclub.org/
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OFFICE BEARERS - 2021 
 FOUNDER OF THE CLUB:         MICHAEL LIVINGSTONE 

 

President Malcolm Chaplin 6942 4406 0409 985 890 emlin3@live.com.au 

Vice President Ken Harrison 6942 2309 0408 603364  

Secretary John Collins 6942 1496 0428 421 496 colljj@hotmail.com 

Treasurer Hugh McMinn 6942 7495 0409 835 515 hugh@armsid.com 

Events Co-ordinator Gwen Livingstone 6942 1039  0428 421039 modela@bigpond.com 

Motorcycle Events Co-ordinator John Simpfendorfer 6942 2658 0409 328 566 jmsimpf@bigpond.com 

Plates Registrar Alan Thompson 6942 1181 0400 128016 amthom1@bigpond.com 

Club Captain John Rickett 6942 1113   

Librarian John Collins 6942 1496 0428 421496  

Keeper of Club Album Gwen Livingstone 6942 1039 0428 421039  

Editor Joan Collins 6942 1496 0428 421496 colljj@hotmail.com  

Photographer Barry Gavin 6942 1282 0488 421976  

Membership Officer John Collins 6942 1496 0428 421496  

Public Officer Joan Collins 6942 1496 0428 421496  

Swap Meet Co-ordinator Lynn Gavin 6942 1282 0488 421 282 Lynng1961@yahoo.com.au 

Web Master John Milnes 6942 4140 0432 485 183 Johnm101@bigpond.com 

Registration Inspectors Malcolm Chaplin 6942 4406 Ray Douglas 0474 326 106 

Alan Thompson 6942 1181 Graeme Snape 6942 1940 

Mark (Zeke) Loiterton 6942 1836 Ken Harrison 6942 2309 

 Graeme Ducksbury 6386 5341 Keith Keating 0429 135 418 

Movement Book Alan Thompson 6942 1181 or  Ken McKay 6386 3526 

PHONE in to record in the Movement Book. 

Clearly state who,   what run    and    what car! 
Or . . LOG BOOK  must be carried in your vehicle and 

the date recorded prior to setting out. 

 
 

 
 

CLUB MERCHANDISE FOR SALE – 0421 497 189   - Contact Paul Andreatta 

 Windscreen Banners $10.00      Metal Bumper Badge $40 

CAMC Coffee Mugs $6.00 each or Two for $10  Lapel Badge $5 

Windscreen/Bumper Stickers - Free 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AUGUST BIRTHDAYS AUGUST ANNIVERSARIES 
7TH Robyn Snape  

10th Trevor O’Toole  

11th Robyn Absolon 

12th Alex Joss  

15th Stephen Woodhead   

20th John Hambrook  

20th Hannah Douglas  

21st Ken Harrison  

26th Graeme Snape 

30th Sylvia Milnes   

2nd Lynn & Barry Gavin  

9th Trish & Col Stewart  

18th Sue & Peter McCarthy  

 

 

 

 

 

COOTA HOOTA BY  

EMAIL 
Receive the Coota Hoota 

electronically earlier than receiving a 

hard copy by mail. 

Advise the Editor of your email 

address.  

DEADLINE FOR 

SUBMISSIONS 

Submissions to the HOOTA are 

required by the 15th of the 

month to make it into the next 

newsletter. 

 

ADVERTISE 

In 

Coota  Hoota 

 
FOR SALES  and  WANTEDS 

free 
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MINUTES of the COOTAMUNDRA 
ANTIQUE MOTOR CLUB Inc. 
Monthly MEETING -  Held in  

Peter  and Sue McCarthy’s shed --  
Monday  5 JULY 2021 

 
Meeting opened at 7.35 p.m. by Malcolm 
Chaplin.    
PRESENT: Malcolm  and Lin Chaplin,  John and 

Joan Collins,     John Rickett,  John Simpfendorfer.        
Barry Gavin,  Peter and Sue McCarthy,   Ken 
Trethewey,   Hugh McMinn,   Craig Golden,     Alan 
Thompson,  Ross Delaney,  Tim O’Keeffe,  Ken McKay,  
Ken Tanson.    
    

APOLOGIES:  Lynn Gavin and Kaitlyn,   John 

Milnes,  Paul and  Janet Ballard,    Doug Hulford,     
Gary and Denise Webb,   Ting O’Keeffe,  Peter Rickett,  
Graeme and Robyn Snape,    Paul Andreatta,   
Gwen Livingstone, Ken and Betsy Harrison.              
The Minutes of the June  Meeting  published in Coota Hoota 

were confirmed.  Moved  Peter McCarthy,    Seconded:  

Ross Delaney. 

CLUB’S   INWARDS  CORRESPONDENCE :  
1.  Newsletters from other clubs tabled.   

2.  Minutes of June Meeting of the “99 Not Out Motorbike 

Run” Committee – held at Family Hotel.. 

3.  A letter from Barry Coggan of Jugiong Advancement 

Committee thanking our club for the donation and offering 

assistance in future visits to Jugiong Memorial Park. 

4.  Paul Andreatta and his sister thank our club for our 

sympathy on the death of their father. (Member No. 323 )   

5.  John and Wendy Rickett and family thank our club for 

our sympathy on the death of Max Rickett.  (Member No. 83) 

6.  Email from Salvation  Army Corps  Officer  

accepting our  offer to run a Toy Run  11 December. 

7.  CHMC Newsletter “The Dinkum Oil” advises that the 

2022 Annual CHMC Rally will be held at Singleton, 1 – 4 

April 2022, hosted by Newcastle & District Vintage & 

Classic Car Club. 

8.  Forbes Motorshow Committee  -  invites clubs to display 

cars at the annual Forbes Motor Show. 

9.  Entry Form and invitation to --  The Vintage Motor Cycle 

Club’s 66
th

 ANNUAL RALLY for pre-1948 motorcycles -  

at Orange  -  Friday 5
th

 – 7
th

 November, 2021. 

10.  Parkes Antique Motor Club invites entrants to the 44
th

 

Annual Motorcycle Rally – 2
nd

 to 4
th

 October 2021.  For 

all bikes.  Entry Form from Secretary. 

11.  Application for Membership from  Mark Kingwill.  

He has a 1974 HONDA  CB 750 and is attending our 

Meetings organising the “99 Not Out Motorbike Run”.  He 

was a member of our club in 1996 (Member No. 147). 

CORRESPONDENCE  OUT : 

1.  Cootamundra Swap Meet advertising flyers  were sent to 

50 car clubs [@ $1.10]. 

2.  Alan wrote to TAFE Services Co-ordinator  requesting  

our club hires the Automotive Workshop for Semester 2.  

Also -  Sunday 28
th

  November  for our registration 

roadworthy inspections. 

Moved John Collins and  Seconded by Ken Tanson:  That 

the Secretary’s Report be accepted.  CARRIED. 

 

TREASURER’S  REPORT:  Hugh said we still have to 

pay for hire of TAFE Workshop for this term (with next 

term coming up).  He distributed  a  Monthly Statement 

revealing Income, Expenditure  and funds  available. 

Chairman added that we gave $400 sponsorship to  Winton 

Historic Races which is  publicity for our club. 

Moved:  Hugh,  and  Seconded: Barry Gavin :  That the 

Treasurer’s  Report  be accepted.  CARRIED. 

 

SWAP MEET  REPORT:  Barry thanked  Craig Golden 

and Barry Heatley for distributing  flyers  at a Race Meeting.  

He demonstrated the sites numbers.  And pointed out 

problems which need working out at special Meeting  16 

July at his place.   

 

SHOWGROUND USERS  REPORT:   Joan revealed that 

there are funds to restore the Rotunda.  And funds are being 

sought for  renewing the Luncheon Pavilion.  

And that the Machinery Club has offered to donate a Life-

Saving  Defibulator to the Showground.   Anyone in our 

club could benefit so it behoves our club to  match the 

offer.  

 
PLATES REGISTRAR’S  REPORT:  Alan said no new 

registration requests  since the last Meeting.  Wednesday 
Night Workshop restarts 14 July if we get the permission.   

 
EVENTS CO-ORDINATOR’S REPORT:   Gwen sent 

message that the Collection at Murrumbateman could be  

visited 25 August. 8 cars were estimated to go, making the 

event worthwhile. 

Mal said he’s arranging Paul Braybrooks  to show slides to 

both clubs at the Ex-Services Club, soon. 

And  it was recommended a visit to Stockinpiggle. 

And a tractor collection property on the day we go to 

Coolamon Swap Meet – Sunday 25 July. 

Mal will book 4 rooms at Goulburn Motel for the  club run 

to Pheasant Wood Race Circuit. 
GENERAL  BUSINESS 
John Simpfendorfer reported that  for the “99 Not Out 

Motorbike Run” old members of the Cootamundra 

Motorcycle club – Eddie Collingridge and Don Manwaring 

have been invited.  Members are welcome at the Saturday 

Night  dinner.  Bookings close 6 weeks prior.   

Moved:   Craig Golden, Seconded Ken Tanson:  That  John 

Simp. send out the Entry Forms.  CARRIED. 

John Simp. added that motorbike clubs would like to know 

that our club will run this event commemorating the 100 

year old Cootamundra Motorcycle Club – annually. 

The Meeting agreed to this. 

John Simp recommended  members to  attend the  Meeting 

of the “99 Not Out Motorbike Run” Committee at the 

Central Hotel – Sat. 21 August  -  to see the embroidered 

shirts on offer for the Run. 

Mal explained that he is negotiating with Police to help with 

the Toy Run and the “99 Not Out Run”, hoping there will be 

no charge for a Police Escort . 

He announced that we will vote on the Membership 

Acceptance of Mark Kingwill at the August Meeting, and 

closed the Meeting at 8.35 p.m. for supper. 
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PRESIDENT’S  RAMBLE 
Greetings everyone, 

Many thanks to Peter and Sue McCarthy for hosting the July meeting in their shed. Also thanks to Ken 

McKay, who it was good to see again particularly as he had with him a very effective gas heater. ! 

I would like to welcome new members Terry and Deidre McKenzie, also Jeff Price and partner Denise 

Bradley, who respectively bring to our club an impressive 1980’s American motor home and 2 Morgan 

sports cars. 

 

Well , it’s winter, cold, wet and windy and we are not amused ! Despite having lived here for 46 years, with 5 

years previously in the Sahara desert, people still tell me I must be used to it - i.e. English weather . 

Perhaps it’s the combination of this cold, wet and windy weather, and some cancellations due to COVID 

restrictions, which has led to us having a quiet July. It has been quiet that is, in terms of club runs. However, 

there has been a lot going on back stage in preparation for the Fathers Day Swap Meet and the 99 Not 

Out Motor Cycle run in November. It is in remembrance of the foundation of the Cootamundra Motor 

Cycle club 99 years ago. 

A big thank you to all of our members who are helping to put these events together. I would like to make a 

call out to all other members for help, to prepare for and run our Swap Meet. We need assistance from 

Thursday 2nd September through to the actual Swap Meet on Sunday 5th September. Please contact Barry 

or Lynn Gavin to indicate your availability. 

As I write we are also negotiating with the Salvation Army and Cootamundra - Gundagai Regional Council 

to reintroduce the Christmas Toy Run to be held on Saturday 11th December. Hopefully we will be able to 

hold a big street procession, BBQ, and classic bike / car show to benefit some of the less privileged kids in 

our region at Christmas time. 

I fully realise that a good education is the key to a purposeful, productive and satisfying life, but messing 

around with old cars and bikes is much more betterer, ain’t it ! 

 

Yours with Grace, Space and Pace ( and a questionable education) 

MAL 

P.S. 

Now for a word or two on another of my passions - classic warfare aircraft.  

Earlier in July, Temora Aviation Museum (TAM) where I and some of our club members work as tour 

guides, the English Electric Canberra Bomber took to the air for the first time following a 10 year 

restoration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Canberra Bomber, so named because Australia was the first country outside the UK, where they were 

designed and built, to express interest in building them locally. Australia’s Commonwealth Air Corporation 

built 49 of them. 
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The first Canberra flew in 1949, powered by 2 Rolls Royce Avon engines.  

The English Electric Canberra was the world’s first jet powered bomber. The aircraft could carry a 6,000 lb 

bomb load at over 900 kph burning around 1 litre of kerosene fuel every second. In 1953 a Canberra, aided 

by a rocket engine, achieved an altitude record of just over 70,000 ft. An amazing feat for an aircraft of its 

era. 
 

TAM’s Canberra, WJ 680, entered service in the UK in 1955. It was based at a RAF base in Gutersloh in 

Germany during the Cold War period, ready to be armed with a nuclear device in the event that period 

‘heated up’.  

TAM purchased WJ 680 in the UK early in 2001 and flew it to Temora. It is now the only flying Canberra 

Bomber in the world. It is sensational to see and hear, in flight. You can do just that, at the next Aircraft 

Showcase weekend 9th/ 10th October when the aircraft will be making its first public flying appearance. 
 

Yours with Grace, Space and Pace, 

MAL                                   

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

From The Argus (Melbourne) “Motors and Motoring”, Tuesday 24
th

 April, 1934: 

ARMSTRONG-SIDDELEY 

“ JAGUAR ” 

One of the most luxurious of cars is the new “Jaguar” model Armstrong-Siddeley, having a chassis of long 

wheelbase bearing a distinctive seven-passenger English body.  The 20HP six-cylinder car offers a degree 

of comfort which is unusual even in these days of luxurious travel, and it is very powerful and efficient, and 

extremely pleasing in appearance.  The English coachwork expresses the traditional skill, attention to detail 

and taste of the highest class of carriage builder.  The body is fitted with many “extras”, such as Triplex 

glass, soft chrome leather upholstered seats which are adjustable, folding armrests in front and rear, 

permanent jacks &c [sic]. The seating is so well planned that the driver and all passengers have 

comfortable head, leg and elbow room.  The folding chairs have the unique feature that when in use they 

form one wide seat, and so, in emergency, will accommodate three persons. 

The springing embodies improvements and it is possible to ride over the roughest roads at high speeds 

without discomfort to passengers.  The steering is very light, and is of the self-centring type, free from 

vibration.  Armstrong-Siddeley car engines include many of the features which have proved successful in 

the aeroplane engines of the same make.  The same quality of material and precision of workmanship are 

assured, giving a high degree of efficiency and reliability.  The “Jaguar” has a sweet-running powerful 

and very flexible engine.  The incorporation of the down-draught carburetter and an altered system of 

exhaust has brought improvement.  High cruising speeds may be maintained.  The car has the improved 

silent automatic gearbox [really preselector].  The action of the clutch movement is very soft.  Everything 

mechanically possible has been done to make the task of the driver easy. 

Clemenger Motors, of Russell Street, are the agents. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Front view of the seven-passenger Armstrong Siddeley JAGUAR model with imported English body.  Article presented by . . . 

Hugh McMinn. . . . . .  

[ Editor concludes that Armstrong Siddeley was the first to use the Jaguar name.]  
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JOHN SIMP. 

OFFERS THIS 

1920s PHOTO 

OF A HORSE 

FLOAT. 
  We think it’s a 

Thorneycroft truck. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JOHN MACKIE OFFERS THIS 

1920s PHOTO OF  HIS FATHER’S 

GARAGE AT HILLSTON,  NSW. 

 
 

Ford was THE UNIVERSAL  CAR  throughout 
the world 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FOR SALE: 1990  Y60  NISSAN PATROL  4.2 Diesel. 

A well-preserved, reliable, well-serviced 4WD @ 750,000 Kms.  5 speed manual.  $12,000.   

Offers considered.  Charles Maynard, Cootamundra.  (02)   6942  1068. 

 

WANTED:  A GEARBOX  --  to suit a  1935  AUSTIN  -  6 cylinder engine. 

Any leads to locate such a gearbox would be appreciated.  

Robert  Newman.  C/- Alan Thompson  :  0400  128   016   :   amthon@bigpond.com.au 
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Ken Trethewey (Member Number 344) observes that we have members interested in the WOLSELEY 

marque . .   so he presents………………….. 
The  forerunner  .  .  .    of some  CAMC club members’  favoured cars 
Knowing some of our members are enamoured with the now defunct British WOLSELEY motor car I present  these 
photos of the first WOLSELEY.  It’s in a    Motor Museum in Coventry.  

British engineers  were some of the first in the world to come with designs for motor cars.  One 
designer was a young   Herbert Austin.  He persuaded his bosses at the Wolseley Sheep Shearing 
Machine Company to invest in his  “Voiturette".  The  company made just this one. Prior to this in 
1895/6 Austin had built a car in his own shed, copied from a French design by Leon Bollee. This was 
followed by a three wheel design funded by Wolseley, advertised and prototyped, but never brought to 
production.  
The 1899 car has some early features, such as tiller steering and both belt and chain drive. In 1900 
Austin himself drove the Wolseley from London to Edinburg and back on the One Thousand Mile Trial, 
aimed at introducing Britain’s public to the new-fangled motor car. The “Voiturette" took first prize in its 
class, being capable of travelling at up to 25mph. 
[ It was also one of the exhibits in Britain’s first car museum, opened in London in 1912, 
and appropriately called The Motor Museum.] 
As a result of the Trial the Wolseley Motor Company was formed in 1901 by the Vickers Sons & Maxim 
armaments company, with Herbert Austin as its Managing Director.  
The first WOLSELEY cars sold to the public were based on this "Voiturette", featuring a steering wheel 
rather than a tiller. There were two models, 5 hp and 10 hp. They were both available with either 
a Tonneau or a Phaeton body with either pneumatic or solid tyres. For an additional outlay of thirty 
shillings the 10 hp model would be fitted with a sprag to prevent it running backwards.  

 

I have included a couple of short films about starting both the 1899 and 1901 

Wolseley’s. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3x2YbIoe548 and   

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=5NTOoWte-aI     

 

As in the original 3.5 hp “Voiturette”, both the single cylinder 5hp and twin cylinder 10hp engines 
were horizontal  -  which kept the centre of gravity low. Cylinders were cast individually.  
The crankshaft lay across the car allowing a simple belt and chain-drive to the rear axle. Austin 
claimed his horizontal engines were better lubricated than vertical engines and that 750 rpm, the speed 
of his Wolseley engines, avoided the short life of competing engines that ran between 1,000 and 2,000 
rpm. 

 

 

 

THE WOLSELEY – designed by Austin 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3x2YbIoe548
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=5NTOoWte-aI
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Photos from  PAST  EVENTS 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BLINKERS  ON  WALKING STICK?     SNACKS  IN  A  SHED?         

 

 

 

   

    SWAP MEET 
 

 

 

 

 

Because of the extra work involved to run the Swap Meet in a safe COVID manner 

 we need all hands on deck. 
The Swap Meet is our main annual event and helps keep our fees low and supports local charities 

 

Volunteers are needed on: 
Thursday and Friday – Set up grounds and mark out sites 

Saturday - Man the gates – guide stall holders to sites 

Sunday – Man the main gate -help with traffic control – guide stall holders to sites 

. 

Please phone Barry and Lynn on 6942 1282 or   0488 421 976  

and advise what days and times you can help. 
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MURPHY’S  LAW  

As 

Applied  to Restorers 

 
1.  Never fix anything that is not   10.  If, when removing a special irreplaceable 

broken.      bolt or nut, it is dropped onto a perfectly 

2.  The nut or bolt that is the most   clean floor, it will vanish forever. 

difficult to reach will always be 

stripped or seized.     11.  The probability of a car not 

3.  Once you put a tool down it will   starting is  in direct relationship to the number 

never be found again.     of spectators standing around to watch. 

 

4.  Despite all documentation to the   12.  Any tool dropped while working on 

contrary , NOTHING is ever put   your car will automatically roll to 

back together in the reverse order of    the geographic centre under the car. 

dismantling. 

 

5.  The last pull on a nut or bolt to   13.  The likelihood of paint running is 

make sure it is tight -   will always   increased by the obviousness of its 

strip it off, -  or snap it,  BUT  if you   location on the car. 

don’t give it that extra pull - it will 

inevitably -  loosen and fall off.     

 

6.  Bright, clean and new parts are   14.  The tyre will only go flat when the 

always defective, but dirty, greasy   wheelbase and/or jack have been 

old one work fine – unless you   left home. 

clean them. 

7.  During a roadside repair and   15.  Any starter motor or generator will 

having to use the wrong part, the   work perfectly when bench tested. 

fit will be perfect and the job    It will only cease to function after 

permanent.        it has been fitted to the car. 

 

8.  A prospective purchaser attempting  16.  When you double check everything 

to start the engine will usually   prior to a run, you stand a greater 

cause the ignition to fail and the   chance of running out of fuel. 

carburettor to flood. 

 

9.  If a part is carried as a spare, it   17.  No matter what fails on your car 

can either never be found or it   there is always someone who knew it  

won’t fit when needed, and if the   would. 

part comes in two sizes, or left and right 

units, the one you need is not it.   18.  If it ain’t broke, don’t try to fix it. 

 

A hint from  “WHEELS”, August,  1958: 
To test  AUTOMATIC  ADVANCE in your Distributor 

Centrifugal   ---   Remove the distributor cap and , to test the action of the weights, turn the rotor  in the direction of rotation by 

grasping the rotor between forefinger and thumb and  moving it against resistance of the spring tension.  Release it smartly, after it 

has been fully advanced, and it should snap back to the fully retarded position.  If the weights are not sticking they will give a 

smart,  metallic click as they strike the stop.  Weak springs will cause too rapid an advance of the spark when accelerating. 

 

Vacuumatic advance   ---   Crank the engine over once on the starter motor, with the throttle wide open and the choke closed.  If 

the distributor plate will advance and return, the diaphragm and spring are not broken.  Should it fail to advance, the diaphragm is 

probably punctured.  (Of course, the plate could be jammed.)  If the plate will advance but not return, the spring is probably at 

fault.  A weak spring will cause  a sluggish advance of the spark. 
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SWAP  MEETS 
The first Swap Meets held in Australia were held in the Cooma Showground. 

The host was The Cooma branch of the Antique & Classic Motor Club of Sydney. 

 

TWO  REPORTS ON  THE  COOMA  SWAP  MEET  1973   .  .  ..   1973 ! 

Reported in the  “ ” by  Gwen Livingstone  and Mary Turner: 

---newsletter of the Cootamundra branch of  A.C.M.C. 

Everything loaded and off we go to Cooma for the Swap- Meet.  This being my first Cooma Swap I was curious to see what the 

men were talking about. 

We arrived at Cooma just on dark, Friday night after leaving the trailer at Canberra to pick up some more  “A” Model parts on the 

way home. 

 

Up at dawn on Saturday as we didn’t want to miss out on any of “those goodies”.  Arriving at the Showground at a quarter to eight 

we found quite a few cars there and trailers filled with car parts to swap. 

 

Each person was allotted a stand in the sheep pens to put their “Goodies” in and their  “Wanted” signs.  Livingstone’s wanted “A” 

parts, Sheather’s Chevs , Simpendorfer’s Darracq, Brown’s Studebaker, and Turner’s “A” to name a few. 

 

I think all Cootamundra members of Cootamundra branch of A.C.M.C.  acquired something for their restorations or found 

information as to where they could get them. 

 

It was interesting to watch the swapping and bartering;  and one part was swapped at least four times in a row. 

 

After all day at the Showground it was beaut to get back to the Motel for a hot shower and tea.  Most members went to the tea 

arranged by the Cooma Club but we were unable to do so because of the children. 

 

Up early again Sunday morning for a last look around in case we missed something for the car on Saturday.  And then homewards. 

Another good weekend spent by members of the Cootamundra Club. 

“A” WIFE  

 

Our trip to Cooma Swap started at 5 p.m. Friday when the four of us set out in  Simp.’s Station Wagon 

dragging a fairly large trailer loaded with a 4 cylinder Buick motor (I am told),  and another motor looking 

rather messy, and numerous wheels, rims and other parts, which  to me -  seemed like a load of junk.  But I 

was to learn a lot that weekend. 

We arrived in Cooma and then the fun started  --  two experienced campers with two novices (watched by a 

possum with a baby) set up two tents . .  hmm . . not too bad . . .  We got to bed about midnight.  Maureen 

and I were given the job of pumping up the mattresses with a small hand pump while John and Sid  secured 

the tents and set up some lights. 

 

Morning we were awakened by the aroma of chops and eggs, cooked by John.  We enjoyed the out-door 

breakfast and the Possum added her bit. 

 

The SWAP was  amazing to me  --  the crowd, cars, utes, trailers, trucks, and goodies . . .  

We left the men and looked the sites over. Bought a few souvenirs and found the people more than friendly.  

Steak sandwiches lunch.  Gwen and I went into Cooma, shopped and visited a friend of mine.   

 

Back to The Swap, tidied  the tents, picked up Sid and John and  went for  dinner in a cosy little restaurant.  

After much talk we went back to the Showground to bed.  Dead tired. 

 

John was breakfast chef again Sunday.  After breakfast we broke camp  We loaded the trailer and  checked 

out the Auction.  Our wheels and motors had  sold on Saturday already. 

 

We drove home Talbingo way.   

Thanks John and Maureen for being the perfect Host & Hostess.    

A lovely weekend was had by all. 

MARY  TURNER 

John Collins adds that by 1975 a SWAP MEET was held at Canberra Showground which drew a 

bigger patronage.  So that put an end  to Cooma Swap because of its  isolation. 
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The story on this page shows the popularity of motorcycles 99 or so years ago.    

Brian Ridge, Member Number 346,   extracted this story from a book – “BRIDGING THE GAP Between Two 

Wars” by ex Burma Railway  POW  - Brian’s  father’s army  mate -  Ken Darwin  -  8 Div. A.I.F.  The book tells of 

their sufferings during the war.  But  the book  begins with his  High School days in the Adelaide suburbs: 

 

1935 -  I was 15 – and legal for a motor cycle licence.  Gotte Bros. had two motorbikes for sale – a 1926 round-tank 

250 cc BSA for 12 pounds 10 shillings, the other a 1928 DOUGLAS flat twin 350 cc for 5 pounds.  From my years of  

diligent savings I settled for THE DUG. 

With help from my dad I generally re-conditioned the whole engine and painted the bike as an ardent Sturt barracker 

would -   light and dark blue  -   ( with black guards).  Then, after a few spills and scratches I learnt to control the 

monster. 

 

Petrol cost 1 shilling 5 pence a gallon.  Sold at the hand operated pump in multiples of a half-gallon.  Brands were 

Shell,  Plume,  Golden Fleece,  Texaco,  and COR.  I got 60 miles to a gallon if handled the bike  reasonably. 

 

My mates’ bikes:  George had   a brand new EXCELSIOR 148 cc 2-stroke Villiers engine. It cost 40 pounds. 

Gordon Parnell  had a 350 cc o.h.v.  CHATER LEA with an oil-cooled Blackburne engine.  Gordon Renfrey had a 250 

cc LEVIS 2-stroke, as did Colin Howlett.  Frank Elton  had a 1926 round-tank 250 cc BSA,  Don Parnell had a 350 cc 

AJS .  Peter Dawson had a 1929 500 cc “Slopey” BSA with Goulding sidecar. (Magnificent!) 

 

These mates earned regular money!  Look at Frank Elton!  Each day he rode a 10/12 HARLEY DAVIDSON with a  

delivery side-car for McPhersons and got paid for it!  The only other student at Adelaide High who had his own 

wheels was Ron Brown, and he had TWO motorbikes – a 1928 350 cc AJS which he rode to school and a 148 cc 

Villiers-engined REX ACME.  He kept it in a shack (beach house)  at Sellicks Beach.  This was when beach racing 

was allowed as a fully organised sport. 

 

The interesting thing about the ACME  was how it could reverse.  When  I went down to the shack on the DOUGLAS  

I would park on the hard ground.  But Ron would bore up as far as he could go into the soft sand and just leave the 

bike there.  When we returned, to everyone’s amazement – he would reverse the ACME out of the sand. 

His “modus operandi” was to move the lever on the back-plate of the flywheel magneto to full advance, then just 

bounce up and down on the kick-starter.  Because of the advanced spark, the bike would kick back -  and at that instant 

he would retard the spark, whereupon the motor would continue to run in reverse – and he could reverse back onto the 

hard sand.   

I put lights on the DOUGLAS but they were not successful.    The Doug. had originally had an  acetylene gas 

generator and both the head and tail lights had needed to be lit with a match. 

Carbide was put in the lower part of a container, and water was put in the upper container.  When lights were needed , 

the water was turned on and dripped onto the carbide.  This generated  acetylene gas.  The gas was piped  through 

rubber hoses  to the lamps. 

 

My push bike had a set of electric “SBIK” generating lights, made in Germany.  This was a very good set-up so I put it 

onto the Doug.’s front wheel.  But at any speed above 25 mph ..  .  . .  the globes “blew”! 

 

Crashes?  I fell off  plenty when learning.  High pressure beaded edge tyres were not good at gripping on wet roads. 

Teen-agers like to “pour on the coal”  and on a curve the tyres were  not up to the task.  The bike slipped on the wet 

bitumen.  Off I came and the bike careered into George’s Excelsior almost knocking him off.  Behind us was a 

Terraplane sedan which almost ran over me.  I was mostly clad in leather, didn’t draw blood, but had a few sore spots.  

The Doug. however had a broken kick-starter pedal, bent footrest, damage to the handlebars, twist grip and brake lever 

as well as quite a bit of paint ground off.   

That was my first motorbike accident.  I only had three throughout my 61 years of motorcycling.  I lost my licence in 

1997 because of failing eyesight. 

The accident taught me a lot about motorcycles from that close encounter with the Terraplane. 

 

During the time I had the Doug. it did what all Dougs did.  It broke a crankshaft . .  twice.  I had it for 2 ½ years and 

by guess-timation worked out it covered 18,000 miles. It had no speedo.   This figure I worked out by keeping a record 

of how many gallons of petrol I had bought in that time and multiplying it by 60 m.p.g. 

 

My final year at High School, 17 years  of age and knowing that the Doug was about to have an internal haemorrhage I 

bought  a 250 cc ROYAL ENFIELD  for 40 pounds , -  included a speedo!  I also retained my old number plate – S.A.  

72.614 .  I went home to tea, contacted George Bryant, and , after tea, with Bert on the pillion seat, we three went 

down to Brighton for a swim, and waited until after dark  . . .  SO I COULD USE THE HEADLAMP FOR THE 

RETURN TRIP!  There’s tons more    stories . . . . and   Ken Darwin  is destined for the Burma Railway.   
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COMING EVENTS 
AUG  

Mon  2 Monthly Meeting --  at Stephen Ward Rooms,  Cootamundra Library  7.30 p.m. 
Masks , signing in and social distancing are Mandatory. Supper allowed  

Wed  18 Golden Era of Auto Racing   -   G.E.A.R.  Day  at  Wakefield Park,  GOULBURN. 

 Many events are cancelled due to uncertainty of COVID RESTRICTIONS 

Sat  21 3 p.m.at the Central Hotel-Committee Meeting for the “99 and Not Out Motorbike Run”. 

Sun 29 Maybe a Swap Meet at Albury Showground? 

SEPT   

Thursday 2 9 a.m.  at    Cootamundra Showground  WORKING –BEE   
Sites marking   for  Swap  Meet 

Fri   3 9 a.m.   Preparation of  COOTAMUNDRA Showground  --    for  Swap Meet 

Sat 4 9 a.m.   More  preparation    for     SWAP MEET   
Sun 5 6 a.m.       THE  COOTAMUNDRA   FATHER’S DAY  

                    SWAP MEET  
Mon  6 MONTHLY MEETING  -  Cootamundra 

Sat  11 Consider this: 

7 A.M  ?      Club Run to   Pheasant Wood  Race Circuit   --   MARULAN 

                 ALL  HISTORIC  RACE  MEETING 
And overnight at   GOULBURN CENTRAL MOTOR LODGE  --  4821 1655 

Sat  11 Wattle-Time  Fair and Parade  at  Cootamundra 

Albert Park - Display our cars and bikes there from 8.30 a.m. 

Sat 12 Queanbeyan  Swap  Meet 

Sun 12 Breakfast at   Marulan   -----        and  return to Cootamundra/Harden 

Sun   12 Tumut  Swap  Meet 

Sat 18 3 p.m. at the Central Hotel : Committee Meeting for the “99 Not Out Motorcycle  Run” 

Sat 18   and 

Sun 19 

POPPERS  IN  THE  PINES at  BURCHER  -  (41 miles North  of West Wyalong) 

This is a Vintage Machinery Show 

And Markets  --  run by the Burcher Progress Association and the S.W.A.E.S. 

(The South West Antique Engine Society) 

Sat 25 A 5 day CHEV  4  Rally  at Goulburn 

Sun 26 2021 Bay to Birdwood 

Sun 26 German Auto Day at Canberra 

OCT  

Sat 2  Annual Motorcycle Rally  at  PARKES 

Sat 2 Canobolas Rally  --  Orange Country Rally 

Sun 3 Forbes MotorShow 

Sun 3 Coolamon Fire Engine Muster 

9th & 10th Temora Aviation Museum -  Aircraft Showcase Weekend 

 


